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Dear Parents and Grandparents, we hope you had a lovely week! 

Masterpiece Monday: This week the children started their week by getting creative with an activity using 

their sensory skills! During the activity the children were taught that in this week’s sedra of Toldos, there 

were 2 brothers called Yaacov and Eisov who were very different from each other; Yaacov was as smooth as  

   

silk and Eisov was very hairy! The children used glue to stick sandpaper and wool to represent hairy, rough 

skin and, soft fabric to represent soft skin on a piece of card and recognise the differences through touch.   

During Monday’s afternoon activity, the children learned more about Toldos! They used their colouring skills 

to colour in a picture of Toldos but were also asked to try their very hardest to stay within the black lines and 

they all listened amazingly!  

   

 

Tasty Tuesday: Here at TLC we teach the children all about other major festivals that occur all over the world 

to celebrate diversity...so this week it's Diwali. For Tasty Tuesday the children got colourful for Diwali by  
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making firework cakes! We explained to the children that Diwali is a Hindu festival to celebrate light and 

darkness, good over evil and knowledge over ignorance.  Working together, the children used their mixing 

skills to make different coloured icing such as blue, red, orange and green! The children then dipped pretzels 

into the icing and then into hundreds and thousands to stick onto their cake! 

           
In the afternoon the children learnt about Maths! All the children took park to choose a wooden number and 

then find the number they chose in objects. The children took part amazingly and all worked together, 

helping each other to count! 

      
 

Wise Wednesday: On Wednesday the children used their craft skills to make an autumn tree out of leaves! 

All the children took their time to focus on the activity by carefully gluing the leaves to the card and then 

decorate them using sparkly glitter and beautiful autumn colours such a red, yellow and brown! 

   
For our Wednesday afternoon activity, the children learned about Geography! All the children took part in a 

discussion talking about rivers, mountains, trees and plants; taking turns, the children came up to the white 

board to draw what they looked like. They all had lots to say… Raphy said ‘trees grow like flowers!’ Samuel 

said ‘a river comes from rain!’ Jonah said ‘leaves are yellow!’ 
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Thrilling Thursday: For Thursday, the children learned about Remembrance Day! The children were taught 

that a long time ago there were men in the army that fought hard for our country and some of them got very  

    

hurt and poorly, so to remember them we wear a poppy! The children each took turns to decorate a poppy 

field poster by using their tiny little thumbs to dip in red paint and make leaves. 

 

For our Thursday afternoon activity the children took part in a speech and language activity matching shapes, 

animals and fruit! The children were asked if they were about to recognise what the object was and where it 

might be found, afterwards they had to match the object to the correct slot. All the children engaged 

incredibly and waited patiently for their turn! 

   

Mizvah Day is fast approaching and every year TLC get involved! We would like to do a 'toy drive' for 

children who are less fortunate. We are not sure yet to which charity we will be donating but in the 

meantime any donations of new or nearly new toys, teddies, books, puzzles or anything a child would 

love!  

If anyone has a children’s charity in mind that is close to their heart then please do let us know!  We will 

start collecting from Monday and would really appreciate everyones support in helping us to make it a 

successful one! Thank you so much!  
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This week was Tamar’s birthday, Happy 3rd Birthday Tamar! We hope you had a lovely day at nursery and a 

magical birthday! Love from all your teachers at TLC x  

 
 

Shabbos Mummy and Daddy: Avital and Sami 

 
 

Wishing all our children and their families a lovely Shabbos and weekend! 

TLC Nursery Team 

 

GALLERY EXTRA 
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